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Parabolan is an injectable steroid which contains 100 mg per ML of the hormone Trenbolone
Hexahydrobenzylcarbonate.

• Product: Parabolan 100 mg 10 ml
• Category: Injectable Steroids
• Ingridient: Trenbolone Hexahydrobenzylcarbonate
• Manufacture: Maha Pharma
• Qty: 1 vial
• Item price: $100.10
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Posterior chain strength is finally catching up to pushing strength after 10000 lockdown press ups &
barely any pull work. Used a bigger plate for rack pulls after this so the ROM is bigger.
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Refining the deadlift. Certainly find filming helpful for analysis. Sometimes as a coach your eyes can be
fixed on one area and you don’t always notice something elsewhere. First video is the most recent. I’m
trying to help Jenny get locked into position before lifting. This week the lift was smoother. I find with
deadlifts that when you get all your ducks in a row the lift is almost effortless. That’s efficiency. Jenny’s
been lifting for a while now.
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One day, a newborn calf was born near Milo's home. The wrestler decided to lift the small animal up and
carry it on his shoulders. The next day, he returned and did the same. Milo continued this strategy for the
next four years, hoisting the calf onto his shoulders each day as it grew, until he was no longer lifting a
calf, but a four-year-old bull..
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